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2012-8-30 10:25 upload and download the attachment (160.97 KB) October Jordan Brand this year is perhaps the most people a
month of excitement, he will launch a new type of shoes a variety of new design, so we can see that this time than the Jordan Sixty
Club, to see the shoes before Jordan and a Brand mixed shoes Jordan 60+ shoes on the concept from different approaches but
equally satisfactory results, the shoes in the bottom of the bottom of Air Jordan and Alpha 1 in the same format, and the tongue side,
heel shoes are made of Air Jordan II LOGO the Air Jordan concept, upper V, Air Jordan III shoelace buckle and so on can be found in
the traces. This pair of shoes, October will be the first sale two colors, priced at $115. 

early in the season just before the start of the Jordan CP3 II published in Germany to let people have (following the star did not wear
the star) after the release, it was to get the white black green version of the sale, and sale of different sample version, version of the
design change followed by the pull ring similar to the eight generation half boots the heel provides a softer coating machine Rees
tendon, led by Jordan CP and the Jordan 2009 Air designer Jason Mayden, in his editorial, Jordan Brand for Chris Paul brings a very
solid elegant new endorsement, coincide, Jordan CP3 II like Zoom Kobe IV from football shoes design inspiration, saw a lot of
emphasis on speed sense lines is also available at Jordan CP3 II, compared to the previous generation of Jordan CP, Chris Paul
expresses in the position of the guard Sophisticated and flexible outsole, the continuation of the Jordan CP, Air Jordan 21 and Melo
style the style, this type of outsole on the pitch has a great performance, CP3 II joined a wider range of materials and rubber soled
grounding area, believe efficiency can be expected, but must pay attention to the presence of wet etc. (I had almost slipped),
honeycomb elements in CP3 II on the tongue, the shoe body and the outer bottom groove can be seen around the ankles in a similar
Leica material lock. The shoe body stuffed but make people aware of the shoe body and the tongue is a considerable range of the
honeycomb foam, different from the usual Leica lacks support, this new material has quite comfortable supporting effect a touch,
reminiscent of NBA players now popular anti-collision equipment (Nike pro, Adidas - Techfit Powerpad), according to the data of the,
The front using zoom air, followed by Dual-density Hardness Injection is Phylon (DHIP) technology, the actual effect will be how to
share your dress! 

CP3 II by Phancy * incidentally, Nathanial Jones is the first North Carolina operating gas station African American
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